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    The Fabricator Magazine – April 2024
[image: The Fabricator Magazine – April 2024]For The Latest Edition Click The Pic


 







    The Fabricator Magazine – March 2024
[image: The Fabricator Magazine – March 2024]For The Latest Edition Click The Pic


 







    The Fabricator Magazine – Editor's Comment
[image: The Fabricator Magazine – Editor's Comment]The mayors of unified authorities hold enormous powers including those that affect commercial vehicle movements and new build development. With Editor John Roper unwell, Brian Shillibeer looks at how mayors of different political persuasions might be good or bad for the window industry.


 







    Marketing - On the back of a Fiat
[image: Marketing - On the back of a Fiat]Purplex was formed twenty years ago by current MD Andrew Scott with ambition, a computer and an old Fiat. He reflects on the company’s journey over two decades and how constant innovation and investment in people has paid off – even in challenging times.
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    Cover Story – Paved with Jade
[image: Cover Story – Paved with Jade]Nominating staff to join our main technical committee is often the starting point for each individual to gain active hands-on involvement in the Council for Aluminium in Building, writes Phil Slinger. The committee meets in the spring, early summer and autumn.


 







    CAB Column – A letter from the CEO
[image: CAB Column – A letter from the CEO]The Council for Aluminium in Building is 30 years strong this year and continues to support the use of aluminium in construction across the supply chain. I am looking forward to leading the organisation, writes CEO-elect, Nigel Headford.


 







    Starting with A&B
[image: Starting with A&B]A decision by A&B Glass to invest in machinery from Stürtz and Stuga represents a move towards elevating its operational efficiency and ensuring consistent high-quality products and reflects a commitment to optimising manufacturing processes.


 







    A tour round the bend
[image: A tour round the bend]Sheerline’s has installed a £270,000 profile bending machine and is offering a new specialist profile bending service, enabling fabricators to order perfectly arched, curved and round windows, writes technical production director, Ross Hartshorn.


 







    Like fraternal twins
[image: Like fraternal twins]Energy efficiency and sustainability are often seen as the two sides of the same coin with both being flagged by homeowners as key when buying new windows and doors. Sternfenster’s MD Mike Parczuk talked to The Fabricator’s Ed Humphreys.
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        Look at any industry and even in the deepest depths of recession, you will find one company that succeeds on a massive scale, writes Andrew Scott.


This one company takes market share, creates new opportunities and out-manoeuvres its competitors.


As competitors scurry to catch up, this company is already ahead of the game and the gap between this unstoppable machine and its competitors widens continuously.


Analysts will point to mega-brands such as Coca Cola, McDonalds or Apple and give case studies and comparisons, yet only a few high growth companies are mega-brands.


 



 “Outstanding, high performance companies can be found in even the smallest industries or sectors - and they share three common factors."


– Andrew Scott 


CEO, Purplex Marketing




 


Three factors to sustained growth


Creating a business growth plan, especially in a difficult market and with uncertain economic times, requires significant research, planning and strategy. However, you will find every growth business does three things consistently well:


1. Generate sales leads.


2. Convert leads into customers.


3. Retain and develop customers.


 


Strategy


Where a business is struggling to achieve the critical numbers, one or more of these factors will be weak. Management will often lament that they can’t justify the marketing spend, sales costs or customer services strategies, while watching market share and margins slip as competitors overtake them. Yet sometimes only a small change in strategy can make all the difference.


 


Generate sales leads - avoid the marketing wave


Many companies are guilty of what we at Purplex call the 'Marketing Wave'. Sales slow down, so the boss throws money at advertising and marketing. Business picks up and marketing is put on hold. Sales volume declines again and the boss puts their foot back on the marketing pedal.


Having a marketing machine that continuously generates sales leads and enquiries is important for several reasons. Firstly, when business is tough and sales leads are few and far between, the temptation to secure a new customer by discounting or taking financial risks is always greater. However, when you have a stream of sales enquiries, you can focus on the new customers that are most valuable to your business.


Secondly, have you ever noticed that perhaps 20% of your existing customers are low margin, high maintenance customers that drain resources and put your business under pressure? With a steady flow of new prospects, you can systematically replace these difficult customers with new business that represents better long-term value.


 


Wave goodbye to the wave


If your aim is to build a sustainable, profitable growth business, avoid the Marketing Wave and make lead generation a central part of your daily strategy, irrespective of whether business is quiet or busy.


 


Convert leads into customers


The second characteristic that growth companies share is the ability to convert sales leads into customers. This may sound obvious, yet very few companies really analyse sales conversion rates or understand the real reasons behind prospects that convert to customers and those that don’t. This information is vital to refining and improving the sales process.


With increased competition and difficult market conditions, using prospect and customer management software is now essential. A prospect that says 'no' is really only saying 'no for now'. Having a system that follows up and stays in contact with prospects, long after your sales rep has moved on to the next target, will ensure more prospects convert to customers.


Successful, growing companies also recognise that a well-trained, motivated sales team is crucial. Sales training is one of the best investments you can make to improve sales conversion rates, profit margins and average order values.


 


Retain and develop customers


Once you have a new customer, how do you build on that relationship? Companies can invest heavily on external marketing yet miss the sales opportunities within their existing customer base. Are your customers buying all their products from you? If not, could they be? What are the opportunities to increase frequency and value of purchases?


 


Keeping it simple


Growing any business in a difficult, volatile market is not easy. Yet look around and you will see high growth companies. A closer inspection and you will discover these companies all focus on generating sales leads, converting leads to customers and retaining and developing their customers. If your business isn’t achieving its critical numbers, try keeping it simple and review these three essential factors.


Picture: Andrew Scott 


www.purplexmarketing.co.uk
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        Subscribe To Our News Service

        We deliver our headlines via a variety of channels including a regular - guaranteed secure - Email News Service.
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        Advertise With Us

        We have simple, cost-effective advertising plans - take a look at how little it could cost to promote your business.

        Advertise Now 
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        Contact Us

        Got a question or suggestion on how to improve The Fabricator - drop us a line.
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